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Realisation and reception 



Chapter6 

Analysis of scenography 

So far, this book has focused on the creation of scenography and key issues of 
its production. This has necessarily involved consideration of scenographic 
practitioners and the role of scenography in relation to processes of perform~ 
ance and their realisation in production. The following chapters consider ways 
in which scenography might be discussed from critical and academic view~ 
points' as central components to the experience of viewing or witnessing 
performance. 

It is important to identify relevant approaches to the analysis of theatre 
performance in order to determine how they might assist specifically in the 
analysis of scenography. The dominant influence in this respect has been 
'semiotics' and theories of the 'sign' as means of communication. Although 
there have been objections to the structuralist nature of semiotics and several 
post~structural and posHemiotic depattures,' semiotics has had. a widespread 
influence on the.way the performance eventis conceptualised and analysed. 
Bearing this in mind, it is important to examine concepts and approaches 
which have had particular impact on the way scenography can be considered as 
an object of study. Elaine Aston and George Savona state that the 'visual 
dimension of theatre is in general accorded a somewhat surprisingly low 
priority in critical and theoretical discussion'2 Their work on 'reading' the 
stage image goes some way towards addressing this concern by providing a 
semiotic account of the creation and analysis of scenography. Their work will 
be considered in further detail at a later stage. 

Semiotics and scenography 

First of all, it is impmtant to consider the origins of semiotic analysis and the 
ways in. which scenography operates as a sign system. Semiotics, or the theory 
and study of signs, originated in the study oflinguistic communication, but has 
come to be applied to all manner of culturally produced objects and systems. 
Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), a Swiss linguist, proposed that 
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communication in language is 1nade up of units of meaning or signs, each 
consisting of a 'signifier' and a 'signified'. The signifier is the sound-image, the 
concrete utterance, and the 'signified' is the concept for which the sound-image 
stands. There is generally no obvious connection between sounds of words and 
what they mean to those who hear them. These are links which have to be 
negotiated or learned. So, what a signifier produces in the way of a signified is 
therefore not fixed but a matter of agreement. Like two sides of a coin, the 
signifier and the signified are entirely dependent on one another for commu
nication to occur and for meaning to be created. Saussure's model of the 
linguistic sign has been widely applied in the field of visual culture. Here the 
signifier is material and physical rather than a sound-image produced by 
speech: 

The signifier may be thought of as any physical object which has been 
given a meaning. The signifier may be thought of as the material or 
physical vehicle of meaning. Thought of in this way, it is the sign's image 
as we are able to perceive it visually; it could be gestured, drawn, painted, 
photographed, compltter-generated and so on, The signified may be 
thought of as the meaning that is associated with, or given to, the signifier. 
It may be thought of as the mental concepts or thoughts that come into 
one's head on seeing (or hearing, etc.), the signifier.3 

AsBarna~d suggests, the sig:nifieds 15enerated by these visual signifiers are not 
fixed, Although the meaning of a road sign ought to be grasped quickly, a 
painting might well be open to interpretation by the viewer. Semiotics is not 
concerned with specifying particular meanings; it deals with the study of 
processes of signification and the means by which 'meanings are generated 
and exchanged' 4 

Application of these ideas to the study of theatre was first taken up in the 
1930s and 1940s by theorists belonging to the Prague School where concepts 
with important implications for scenography were developed.5 Firstly; the 
notion of a theatre production as a signifying entity allowed scenography, a 
part of that entity, to create meaning separately from the text. Secondly, it 
became necessary to 'view the performance not as a single sign but as a network 
of semiotic units belonging to different cooperative systems' f The contribution 
of the Prague School showed the signifying potential of all things on stage and 
emphasised that this is something .that happens at the point of performance. 
This challenged traditional academic approaches to the analysis of theatre 
which were based on literary criticism of the theatrical text Previously, the 
stage spectacle was 'considered too ephemeral a phenomenon for systematic 
study'? Jifi Veltruskfs statement that 'all that is on the stage is a sign'8 
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indicates that anything on stage, even things which are there to fulfil a largely 
functional role, are part of the network of signs and as such have the potential 
to carry dramatic meaning. 

'All that is on the stage' incorporates all that is apparent to the audience, so 
that a particular lighting state or a costume might be seeri to carry as much 
meaning as an exchange of dialogue or an actor's gesture. What is important 
here is the extent to which scenographic components might be viewed as 
participating in the action on equal terms with the other elements of theatre. 

The signifying capability of all that is on stage, whether it is animate or 
inanimate, shifts and changes through the course of a performance 'so that 
even a lifeless object may be perceived as the performing subject, and a live 
human being may be perceived as an element completely without will'.9 

V eltrusky traces a hierarchy of the various parts of a performance from actor 
to object, where the performer playing the central character attracts most 
attention and is the focus of the action. All the performers/characters form a 
cohesive whole in the unfolding dramatic action. This notion also applies to 
those in supporting roles. whose actions might be seen. to be increasingly 
schematic or limited as they move away from the 'lead' characters. 
Performers on stage may be seen to contribute to the action in varying degree~ 
to the point where some figures, such as servants for example, operate more 
like props than performers. And beyond that point, figures such as soldiers 
standing on guard may become part of the set, and more like objects than 
human. Additionally; the set contributes towards action by defining space for 
performers which ca·n convey action even when no performer is present. So, 
during the course of a performance there is a constant shift of attention 
between elements or objects. Veltruskj calls this the 'action force' of an object 
and one which demonstrates that props are not passive entities that rely on a 
performer to animate them but things capable of signifying action by them
selves. In turn, these features can provoke expectations of future action. An 
object might displace an actor in the fluid hierarchy of stage action. In semiotic 
analysis the human and the object are. accorded the same signifying potential: 
'It is therefore impossible to draw a line between subject and object, since each 
component is potentially either. We have seen various examples of how thing 
and man can change places, how a man can become a thing and a thing become 
a living being.'10 Scenographic objects, during performance, might become 
more important in the hierarchy of the signified as they become the focus for 
the audience and signify momentum of action. 
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)indrich Honzl focuses on ways in which visual and acoustical signs can swap 
place and refers to this as 'changeability' of signs: 'For example, the meaning of 
heard dialogue may push the spectator's perception of dramatic gestures, 
dramatic appearance, sceneq, lighting, and so on, into the background, or 
conversely it 1nay happen that witnessed dramatic action nullifies acoustical 
perceptions (words, music, murmuring, and so forth).'n Elam uses the exam
ple of objects on stage to further clarify the relationship between them and the 
objects they represent: 

The process of semiotization is clearest, perhaps. in the case of the 
elements of the set. A table employed in dramatic representation will not 
usually differ in any material or structural fashion from the item of 
furniture that the members of the audience eat at, and yet it is in some 
sense transformed: it acquires, as it were, a set of quotation marks. It is 
tempting to see the stage table as bearing a direct relationship to its 
draniatic equivalent- the fictional object that it represents - but this is 
not strictly the case; the material stage object becomes, rather, a semiotic 
unit standing not directly for another (imaginary) table but for the 
intermediaq signified 'table', i.e. for the class of objects of which it is a 
member. The metaphorical quotation marks placed around the stage 
object mark its primary condition as representative of its class, so that the 
audience is able to infer from- it the presence of another member of the 
same class of objects in. the represented dramatic world (a table which 
may or may not be structurally identical with the stage object). 12 

Elam draws attention to the relationship between the object and the concept 
that it signifies. This concern has been important in the development of 
scenography, where pioneers have been motivated to explore the potential of 
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real objects and materials on stage while at the same time acknowledging their 
relationship to stage realism. The meaning of real objects used by Kantor was 
transformed when they were removed from real life and placed on stage. 
Caspar Neher recognised that the meaning of Helene Weigel's costume in 
The Mother was discovered through the process of crafting a blouse which 
primarily signified the circumstances of her life and not its authenticity. 

Elam's clarification helps to explain how an object's potential for significa
tion on stage is related to but not confined by what an object signifies in 
eveqday life. As he points out, in the theatre a real table is, at the same time, an 
imaginary table and might just as easily be represented by a painting of a table 
or an actor on all fours. 13 

Understanding of the relationshlp between space and objects in everyday life 
is, of course, crucial to the way scenographic material can be interpreted on 
stage. Erilca Fischer·Lichte uses the example of a fur coat. In eveqday life a fur 
coat denotes the utilitarian function of making oneself warm and it might also 
show wealth or social status. On stage, these meanings may be extended to 
furnish a depiction of another fictional person. The spectator's understanding 
of what a fur coat might signify in. real life is transferred to the fictional 
character or the fictional space. Furthermore, clothing on stage can produce 
additional signs to those that operate in social life. An object appears on stage 
both as the object itself and as a sign of the dramatic situation or fictional space. 
What is understood about the object in real life informs understanding of the 
fictional stage image. At the same time, stage depiction goes beyond eveqday 
life by isolating or distilling aspects of our culture and reflecting them bade 
'Theater, in other words, reflects the reality of the culture in whlch it originates 
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in a double sense of the word: it depicts that reality and presents it in such a 
depiction for reflective thought.'14 Clothing has a significant role in the con
struction of social meaning and personal identity in everyday life.15 

Clothes might signal a whole array of things about the person wearing them, 
such as age, gender, nationality or religion, historical period, social status, 
occupation or membership of a social group. Playwrights exploit such signi
fication in defining individual characters. For instance, in A Streetcar named 
Desire Stanley Kowalski is 'roughly dressed in blue denim work clothes' whilst 
Blanche is 'daintily dressed in a white suit with a fluf!Y bodice, necklace and 
ear-rings of pearl, white gloves and hat, looking as if she were arriving at a 
summer tea or cocktail party in the garden district'.16 Another example may be 
seen in King Lear's descent as reflected by the loss of his regal attire and his 
nakedness on the heath. 

Relative importance of sign fi.mctions of different kinds of costumes is 
governed by particular theatrical codes of a given period.17 The period from 
the end of the nineteenth to the early twentieth century demonstrated the 
operation of several different codes. Realism, such as the kind endorsed by the 
Meiningen Theatre Company/" used costume to signify social aspects of 
character and aimed for historical accuracy and authenticity, whereas expres
sionistic coStumes, such as Jessn_er's designs for Richard .III, used coStumes as 
signs which attempted to make visible the internal workings of characters. 
A.pho!ggraph.fi:omJheproduction.shows.that Fritz Kortner,.as.Richard,.wore 
a stiff and bulky blackrobe and, in contrast,· the actor playing BlJ.ckirigham 
wore a kind of pale straitjacket, 19 making it possible for the costumes to express 
something of their characters and the relationship between them. 

Interaction between signs 

It is important to remember that scenographic sign systems operate in relation 
to other sign systems such as setting, lighting and sound or sign systems related 
to the actors' physicality, movement or signing fi.mctions encompassed by text. 
Meaning may be transferred between these systems. For example, the meaning 
conveyed by a costume might include not simply its appearance but also the 
way it is worn and used. Typically, costume has been used to eilhance and 
support the actor's presentation of a character. Designer Christopher Oram 
and actor Kenneth Branagh worked together to develop a corset-like doublet 
which literally shaped Branagh's physical interpretation of Richard III 
(2002) 20 On the other hand, signs of costume might deliberately work against 
the signs of performers' actions. Pina Bausch's dancers in. Tanztheater 
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Wuppertal are often presented in immaculate and elegant gowns.and high 
heels whilst the choreography suggests effort, pairr and struggle. The juxtapo
sition provides a further layer of meaning. 

Light is a particularly interactive element when it conies to creating mean
ing. For Appia and Svoboda, light sculpted space and could augment or replace 
architectonic elements. Light is also intimately associated with the body of the 
performer in the way that it reveals or hides sculptural form or isolates a 
character in a spotlight. The potential, during performance, for manipulation 
oflight through intensity, colour, distribution and movement also means that 
it is possible to mould and shift meaning by highlighting physical action or by 
exposing dramatic structure. 

Sound, too, operates in conjunction with other elements on the stage to enrich 
the sign network Soundscapes may be made to create acoustical scenery, 
shaping the perception of space that is visually evident on the stage. 

'Proxemic' signs, that is, those that are produced in the interaction between 
characters and their stage environment, show how the performers' occupation 
of stage space is also important to interpretation of setting and spatial aspects 
of scenography. On stage, particular spatial arrangements may signal relation
ships between people and between people and their environment. Such 
arrangements may point to relationships between power and submission, 
intimacy and distance or freedom and constraint?1 Settings often condition 
spatial relationships which affect various groupings and dynamics between 
performers. Spatial arrangements of objects and people can also be interpreted 
through suggested dramatic action: 
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A decoration which is supposed to signify a ditch, a wall, or something 
similar points to the difficulties which the characters who are positioned 
on various sides of these objects will have to overcome in order to come 
together. Chairs or other objects signifYing 'seating opportunities' that 
are arranged in a circle indicate a form of symmetrical group interaction, 
whereas a throne standing on an elevation or stairs refers to a certain 
form of asymmetrical interaction, etc. In other words, the decoration can 
be interpreted not only in relation to the characters' movements, but also 
in relation to the patterns and forms of interaction which may be applied 
bythem.22 

Categories of signs 

In addition to the work of Saussure, Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914), an 
American logician and philosopher, investigated the nature of inquiry and 
interpretation and developed a theory of semiotics which attempted to account 
for all commtmication - not just language. His theories are complex but 
aspects of them, such as those concerning formulation of sign classes, have 
been adopted generally for the purpose of theatre analysis.23 

Peirce identified three ways in which signs refer to objects: as 'icons', 
'indices' and 'symbols'.24 In Peirce's terminology, 'icons' work throngh their 
resgmhl~nc,toJheJhings to which they refer, S\lCh as. a photographofthething 
or its gr~phic fej5feser:ihition; On st~ge the set can represent a re~l place and 
costume can depict an historical character or an occupation. Equally, a part of 
the whole might suffice as a sign- a crown might signify a king .. Or, the likeness 
might be expressed through metaphor as, for example, in the prison-lil<e forest 
in Serroni's design for Salvation Path. By 'indices' he refers to work through 
connection with, or cause and effect of, the thing to which reference is made. 
For instance, the arrangement of stage space can direct the viewer; spotlights 
can draw attention to particular objects and actions; costume can indicate the 
status or state of mind of the fictional character; and objects can point to the 
social milieu of characters. 

For Peirce, 'symbols' are signs which work through agreed conventions. 
No similarity or connection exists between the sign and the thing to which it 
refers. This corresponds to Sanssure's formulation of language, where the 
relationship between the signifier and the signified is arbitrary and the mean
ing produced has to be learned. Particular genres and traditions of theatre 
produce codes which can only. be appreciated after some initiation. For 
example, the styles of make-up in Kabuki performance denote the status and 
intent of a character. 
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Iconic sigus are particularly impmtant in the theatre. Peirce subdivided iconic 
operation into 'image', 'diagram' and 'metaphor' as three different kinds of like
ness.25 Images have the appearance of the things. to which they refer. Diagrams 
that indicate structural characteristics have a schematic lil<eness to the things to 
which they refer, whereas metaphors create or suggest likeness between themselves 
and the things to which they refer. Such likeness relies on essences and ideas rather 
than outward appearance. This is helpful as a means of establishing that analysis of 
scenography need not be restricted to degrees of similitude. Image icons might 
operate in this manner and <encourage the spectator to perceive the pelformance 
as a direct image of the dramatic world'.26 Diagrammatic and metaphoric por
trayals suggest other ways of being like the referent. Diagrammatic icons work 
throngh rational relation rather than appearance. The 2004 Kneehigh Theatre 
Company's production of The Wooden Frock used flapping umbrellas to signifY a 
flock of geese27 Metaphmic icons, already noted earlier in this work, have been 
important in establishing the potential of scenography as pe1formance, They 
operate by proposing conceptual rather than physical similarities between things. 

Importantly, the functions of signs as symbols, indices or icons or subdivisions 
of those functions are not fixed. A costume might operate as an.icon through 
depiction of a character fi·om a particular period and at the same time as an index 
of the character's wealth. An iconic sign might be simultaneously seen as an 
image, snch as a set showing the castle of Elsinore, and as a metaphor for the 
Danish conrt or Hamlet's state of mind. Doors on stage might be both iconic and 
symbolic. Irr naturalistic performance it might be agreed that they denote the 
existence of other rooms, although this is not likely to be the physical case. 
Ultimately, all signs in theatrical performance might be thought of as symbolic in 
the sense that 'it is only through convention that the spectator takes stage events 
as standing for something other than themselves'.28 

Aston and. Savona offer another way to think about the functions of sceno
graphic signs. They identifY fonr levels of operation of the stage picture: 
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'functionalistic', 'sociometric\ 'atmospheric' and 'symbolic'.29 'Functionalistic' 

operation usually comes about in response to the needs of the text and the 
demands of the action or narrative. The mode of operation labelled 'socio
metric' refers to the way scenographic means can provide an 'index of rank and 
gender'. 'Atmospheric' operation conveys the particular experiential qualities 
of the fictional place being depicted. Finally, the 'symbolic' operation of the 
stage picture refers to meaning which can be inferred so that 'the stage picture 
stands as a metaphorical condensation of the text's ideological preoccupa
tions'.'0 Once applied to a particular example, it can be seen how these four 
levels of operation inform each other. Aston and Savona use Arthur Miller's 
stage directions for Death of a Salesman (which, as noted earlier, follow )o 
Mielziner's design for the original production) as an example. Mielziner's 
design was functional in the sense that the skeletal house and the use of 
gauze allowed various rooms in the house to be. seen siruultaneously. This 
arrangement provided a practical solution to tbe shifts between reality and 
dream states and between past and present. It was also sociometric in the sense 
that it depicted a small, vulnerable house surrounded by apartment blocks, 
reflecting Willy Loman's status. Atmosphere was conveyed. through the fra
gility of the house and the lyrical quality of the lighting used for scenes of the 
past. This became a symbolic expression when compared to the towering, 
glowering nature of the surrmmding city in the present. Willy's house stood as 
a metaphor for hisfeding dreams and this was reinf()rcedby the brutal nature 
ofmoderrilife which threatened it. 'Old-fashioned' individual aspirations were 
set against contempora1y corporate values. Like all symbols, the impact of this 
relies on shared cultural sensibilities and potent images held in common by the 
creators of the production and their audience. 

The limits of semiotics 

Aston and Savona consider semiotics as a means not only of analysing 'the 
stage picture' but also of determining the staging of a play. They propose four 
distinct phases: the dramatist encodes the text; the director decodes the text; 
the designer re-encodes the text and finally the spectator decodes the produc
tion.'1 Although this model provides a welcome focus on the visual, it also 
presents some problems for scenographic consideration. Aston and Savona's 
linear model is driven by notions about language which firstly emanates from 
the playwright. This suggests that the creation of scenography and its analysis 
relies on translation from the linguistic to the visual and then back again. This, 

of course, is problematic. 
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Much of the scepticism regarding the use of semiotics as a tool to analyse non" 
verbal material arises from the tendency for semiotic theories to be applied too 
mechanistically. The suggestion here is that non-linguistic signs are translated into 
linguistic 'siguifieds' in order to give them currency. As Pavis points out, 'notlllng 
obliges (nor allows, for that matter) spectators to translate into words the experi
ence of contemplating a light, gestures, or music in order for that experience then 
to be integrated into. the global meaning of the stage'.32 Nor does emphasis on 
language help in the analysis of postdramatic performance which prioritises the 
scenographic. Colin Counsell's semiotic analysis of Robert WilSon's scenography 
leads to his claim that Wilson's iruages are hollow and 'semically grafuitouli:33 

Wilson's stage abounds with what appear -to be-signifiers, material, 
manufactured phenomel(a- --startling images, patterned ·word sequences, 
crafted-and synch1:onised movementS and· rituals ___.:_.Which.advertlse their 
own purposefulnes_s ·and significance, _de1nand to be scarined for riieanirtg: 
But such meanings,· sUch coric"eptual·signifieds are not only absent, their 
absenc:e itselfl's, ParadoxiCally, signified.34 

Stephen Di Ben~detto, on the other hand, suggests that Wilson~s work can be 
more effectivelyaccounted for if it is thought of as visual form(}r 'an abstracted 
language'. DiBenedetto concentrates on the formal qualities ofWilson's 
composition to trace its effects: 

In Wilson's theatre, the visible elements act as <'l:ll organizational spine, 
thereby carrying the weight of the narrative content ... Where other 
playwrights provide a verbal narrative, Wilson uses the abstracted language 
of visual form to. present a ballet of shape and space. Changing shapes, 
spaces and images flow by the spectators asking them to accept a visible 
journey filled with visual stimuli to goad their interest. The position of 
visible elements often iS taken for granted, and so deserves scrutiny?5 

Scenographic material has particular qualities which are set apart from other 
aspects of the stage and has much in common. with painting and sculpture. So, 
one way to analyse scenography is to draw on formalist strategies that have 
been used to analyse the aesthetic effect of fine art. DiBenedetto adopts such a 
strategy here in analysing Wilson's 1989 production of Orlando: 

Wilson places ·orlando recumbent oil stage in a narrow horizontal band 
ofblue light. The height of the frame is only several feet. The weight of the 
blackness pushes down on the narrow band of space ... The colored 
planes are the forms tharconveythe expression of the images ... the space 
becomes endowed vvith a sense ·of weight and pressure upon the 
characters ... the movement through space offers· a visual narrative of 
changing spatial relationships36 (Figure 27.) 
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27. Robert Wilson, Orlando (froni the novel by Virginia Woolf). Director 
Robert Wilson with Ann-Christin Rornmen, Schaubtihne am Lehniner 

· Platz, Berlind989 

Application of analytical and interpretive techniques used iu art can be 
helpful towards analysis of scenography. In particular, formalist approaches 
can be useful iu that they deal with elements which are unique to scenographic 
aspects of performance. These include moments such as those observed by 
V eltruslqf when a live human performer is absorbed into the scene. Colour, 
shape, space and line of objects, the use of light and darkness and the composi
tional relation between objects are some of the means by which scenography 
promotes meaning. Spatial relationships are conveyed through height, depth, 
distance and scale. Compositional priuciples include contrast, juxtaposition, 
harmony, balance, proportion and rhythm that act to engage the viewer's 
attention. Isolation of these formal elements permits an acknowledgement 
that scenography amounts to a visual language which is capable of operating 
independently from those of the textual, verbal and gestural. 

In an attempt to systematise the way visual images. communicate meaning, 
Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen consider a wide range of examples of 
visual design which include paintings, advertisements and diagrams. Using a 
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broadly semiotic approach, they identify compositional structures and analyse 
how these produce meaniug. They stress that 'visual language is not trans
parent and universally understood; it is culturally specific'.37 For example, 
divisions of space in visual composition reflect wider social practices in·order 
to communicate meaning. Organisational principles in composition include 
working from left to right where established or 'given' information is placed on 
the left and structure or development is achieved by placiug 'new' ideas on the 
right. This reflects the way text is read in Western cultures." In Western 
theatre, there are conventional uses of 'left' and 'right' associated with different 
traditions of performance. For· example, in. Roman comedies·foreign charac
ters, arriving from the country or the harbour, are thought to have entered 
from the right side of the stage (as viewed by the audience), whereas the left 
side is thought to have led to the locality, the city and the forum.39 But it is not 
always clear whether those practices reflect the logic of old to new as suggested 
by Kress and van Leeuwen. Besides, confusion is sometimes·. created in 
accounts of staging practices and conventions where it- is not -clear whose 
perspective 'right' and 'left' relate to. Is it to the actors or the audience? 
Richard H. Palmer's. observation on lighting design is that 'the flow of light 
left to right iu our visual field stimulates a greater sense of harmony than the 
opposite'.40 

Meaning derived from examples of vertical organisation of scenographic 
space is more easily traced on the Western stage. It is noticeable iu many 
instances of scenography that organisation of stage space works from 'top' to 
'bottom'. Ralph Koltai's 1967 futuristic Forest of Arden design created from 
metal and perspex for As You Like It was suspended above the stage.41 Kress 
and van Leeuwen refer to this relationship as 'Ideal-Real' where the 'Real' is 
earthbound, at the bottom of the composition, and the 'Ideal' reaches up into 
the realm of the metaphysical or supernatural. 42 

This sort of orientation helps to isolate the particular contribution of sceno
graphic elements to the overall theatre experience; However, Anne Ubersfeld 
poiuts out that 'we must resist the temptation to think of the perception of 
theatrical space as we would a painting'.43 Even where theatre architecture 
attempts to focus spectators' attention by framiug the performance withiu the 
proscenium arch, the position of each seat can afford a very different view. It is 
possible that these distinctions between stage and theatre space reflect socio
cultural space. Typically, seating arrangements and viewing positions reinforce 
social structure, as may be seen iu examples from Italian Renaissance theatre 
where 'the sponsoring prince could look down upon his assembled subjects as 
well as provide a visual anchor for the stage perspective'.44 From this elevated 
position in the centre of the auditorium, the perspective scene had its full effect. 
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At the same time the spatial arrangement offered a representation of the social 
hierarchy and privilege of the time. Ubersfeld suggests that 'spatial structures 
reproduced in the theatre define not so much a concrete world, but rather the 
image people have of spatial relationships and the conflicts underlying those 
relationships in the society in which they live'.45 

Analysis of paintings, or for that matter, sculptures, is rarely concerned with 
spatial relationships between spectator and art object or the spatial context in 
which objects are viewed. However, scenographic space is contiguous with the 
space of performance, whether it be in a theatre or elsewhere. The concept of 
Svoboda's set for Oedipus was reinforced by the common arrangement often 
found in Western theatres which features the 'pit' below the level of the stage 
and the 'gods' at the very top of the auditorium. 

Formal analyses of visual composition do not fully account for the operation of 
scenography because they are not concerned with the socio-spatial dimension. 
Adclitionally, there are other considerations to be taken into accmmt in relation to 
the nature of the visual which are helpful in the analysis of scenography. Images 
ate polysemiotic in nature and what follows from this is that images can slide 
betweell signifiCations and thus offer. a more poetiC experience.fof viewers. 

levels of meaning 

The poetic or 'obtuse' nah1re of images is revealed where semiotic discourse has 
been applied specifically in consideration of the visual. In his discussion of 
photographs and film imagery, Roland Ba1thes uses a semiotic approach to 
identify three kinds of meaning: 'informational', 'symbolic' and 'a third mean
ing' which is more obtuse and 'obstinate' than the frrst two categories, but 
which offers the possibility of a more penetrating meaning, a more 'poetic' 
insight.46 In comparison to language, the image is seen to be weak or rudi
mentary because it is polysemous, potentially offering multiple meanings or 
signifiers which imply a 'floating chain' of signifieds.47 On the other hand, it 
may be that signification 'cannot exhaust the image's ineffable richness',48 

Visual elements appear to be less stable in terms of signification than words, 
but this opens np ways in which images may be experienced and interpreted. 
Barthes stresses the role of the individual as interpreter. There are potentially as 
many meanings as there are viewers. In respect of the informational and 
symbolic meanings of images, these readings are not anarchic because they 
aJY dependent on . shared practical, national, cultural, aesthetic knowledge 
which is invested in the image.49 The third, obhtse meaning is locatable, in 
that its impact can be registered, but it is not easily translated into words. 50 
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Barthes uses a still from Eisenstein's film Ivan the Terrible to illustrate these 
three levels of meaning. The image shows a scene from Ivan's coronation where 
gold coins are being tipped over his head by two courtiers. Coshunes are important 
in determining informational meaning and the relative status of personnel and 
situation. The coins offer more symbolic meaning. via general references to 
baptism and wealth but also to something more specific in relation to the narrative 
of the film. The gold, for example, obscures or disfigures the Czar's face. 

Barthes further describes aspects of the image that hold his attention but 
which do not yield any obvious meaning. This is the 'third' meaning. He 
identifies signifiers, for example ·a certain compactiless . of the coUrtiers' 
make-up, thick and insistent for the one, smooth. and distinguished for the 
other',51 but cannot say exactly what is being signified. In contrast, the infor
mational and symbolic meanings that Barthes can grasp might be said to be 
'obvious' or complete. This third kind of meaning is 'persistent and fleeting, 
smooth and elusive' and cannot be absorbed intellectually. It is 'obtuse' in the 
sense that it is difficult to explain, but this difficulty does not lessen its impact 
for the viewer. The 'obtuse meaning is outside (articulated) language while 
nevertheless within interlocution'.52 Barthes describes this third. meaning as 
penetrating and disturbing more obvious meanings. 

This obtuse nature of images, and therefore of scenography, is hard to 
accommodate within a semiotic approach, which tends to break down the 
whole into units and. has limited. use for the analysis of scenography or of 
theatre performance in general. 'The division of stage materials into signifying 
systems is arbitrary and the legacy of a critical tradition; it impedes theoretical 
reflection by requiring us to think in terms of frxed categories.'53 Although 
concentration on details and elements that mal<e up performance might be 
seen to have helped in bringing scenographic elements, such as set, light, props 
and coshune, to the attention of analysts, there is a risk of isolating them from 
the performance as a whole if there is a failure to address the complex way in 
which scenographic signs operate in relation to other signifying aspects of the 
whole performance. Any idea that semiotics will provide a means of translating 
scenography into an exhaustive catalogue of units of meaning seems both 
unachievable and inappropriate. 

Furthermore, Aston and Savona's account of the stage picture as a sequence 
of encoding and decoding operations down plays the subjective nature of the 
interpretation of images. The more penetrating 'third' meaning is a matter of 
the way an image works on an individual, regardless of the intentions that the 
creator of the image might have had. Audiences have an active role in viewing 
scenography and their interpretation of it may exceed that originally envisaged 
by the designer. 
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The important point about semiotics, Pavis claims, is that it shows that 
'meaning is a construction of signification' and not 'the communication of a 

signification already existing in the world' .54 In any case, much of the time and 
experience of scenography is about impressions, suggestions, implications and 
inferences and not dear-cut messages and signals. Pavis draws on psycho
analytical perspectives to describe the experience of contemporary perform
ance, where 'spectators are analysts confronted with enigmatic. mechanisms 
comparable to dreams and phantasms, mechanisms whose latent content they 
have to decipher (rather than decode)'.55 

Pavis' own proposal is a theory of'vectors', which permits a mapping operation 
of different aspects of the stage in relation to each other in ways which have more 
in common with graphical communication than with language. Vectors describe 
trajectories in space as well as in time) as in the example of a costtune blowing in 
the wind and 'inscribing the trajectory of its train in space, thus making the flow 
of time apparent'.56 'Vectorisation is the dynmnic momentum created in a 
narrative or chronology between the various parts of a stage work; the itinerary 
of meaning through the labyrinth of signs, the ordering of the performance.'57 

Pavis is here moving towards an analytical approach which embraces the per
spective of the audience and the subjective experience of the spectator: 

What is important, therefore, is not to enumerate signifiers exhaustively, 
but rather to perceive their dynamics using all five of our senses: their 
·elljefg~ri¢e,:-tlj'e·.ways ill_ WhiCh they are lifiked __ as seqUt:Iif:es ~nd 
memorized, their ability to occupy the foreground or the background and 
to establish correlations and alliances ... The experience of t~e senses -
aesthesis -·is ·also the emotional participation of the spectator, the very 
fact of being there and allowing oneself to be transported for a moment. 58 

In recognition of the sensory and emotional participation of the spectator, 
Pavis reflects the influence of phenomenology which, in offering an opposing 
perspective to semiotics, has been seen to provide a corrective or complement 

when it comes to analysing performance and, as may be seen from what 
follows, has some advantages in accounting for the way scenography works. 

Phenomenological perspectives 

Phenomenology has its roots in philosophy, particularly through the work of 
Edmund. Husser! (1859-1938) and his follower Martin Heidegger (1889-
1976). Both were concerned to account for consciousness in human beings 
not from a scientific, abstract point of view bnt from a first-person perspective. 
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In other words, they were concerned with what it is to be a conscious being in 
the world, or how the world and the things in it might be perceived. W riling an 
phenomenology that has particularly interested scholars of theatre and per
formance is that of Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908,-61). For Merleau-Ponty 
phenomenology is concerned with attempts to capture eXperience,- in direct 
and 'primitive' essence and at a stage before intellectual analysis begins to sort, 
edit and render it as an artificial 'reconstruction'.59 He emphasises how 
encounters with the world are made up from multiple perspectives in terms 
of what is seen, heard, felt, sensed, imagined, anticipated and remembered. 
These various perspectives inform one another. Perception is considered to be 
a synaesthetic process in which the senses communicate with each other: 

The form of objects is not their geometrical shape: it stands in a certain 
relation to their specific nature, and appeals to'all out other senses as well 
as sight. The form of a fold in linen or cotton shows us the resilience or 
dryness of the fibre, the coldness or warmth of the material ... One sees 
the weight of a block of cast iron which sinks in the sand, the fluidity of 
water and the viscosity of syrup. In the same way, I hear the hardness and 
unevenness of cobbles in the rattle of a carriage, and we speak 
appropriately of a 'soft', 'dull' or 'sharp' sound.60 

Actually, V eltruskf had anticipated some of this in his essay, 'Some Aspects of 
the Pictorial Sign'. Not only does he point out that the formal qualities of art 
are as important as thematic content in carrying meaning, he identifies these 
formal qualities as multi-sensory. In painting, for example, colours can 
be warm and cold and give the impression of advancing or receding. Line, 
shape and composition within the picture field, together with texture and scale, 
can arouse affective Or 'psychophysical' responses in viewers: 

The capacity to convey meanings independently of any referential 
function, just through the psychophysical effects of the material itself, is a 
feature that the pictorial sign has in common not only with sculpture, 
architecture, gestures, theater, and dance but alsb with music. I am 
referring neither to tone painting nor to musical quotation but to the 
semiotic potential of such phenomena as what might broadly be called 
synesthesia, various qualities of the tone which arouse 'affective responses', 
the impact the rhythm may have on the beating of the heart, the ability of 
music to bringabout 'physiognomic perception', and so on,61 

Bert 0. States pursues the idea of phenomenology as a means of addressing 'the 
perceph1al impression that theatre makes on the spectator'. He advocates 
phenomenology as an approach which can be used to counter or balance 
se1niotic analysis: 
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It has become evident to me ... that semiotics and phenomenology are 
best seen as complementary perspectives on the world and on art ... If we 
think of semiotics and phenomenology as modes of seeing, we might say 
that they constitute a kind of binocular vision: one eye enables us to see 
the world phenomenally; the other eye enables us to see it 
significatiVely. 62 

In terms of scenography, States is particularly interested in the way the senses 
commwticate with each other in the perception of scenery. Senses intermingle 
so that 'the ear sees scenery and the eye hears it'.63 An illuminated scene can 
communicate through vision alone. Lines of text may initially intrude upon 
the individual's contemplation of the scene but over time focus may shift to the 
speaking characters as perception of the scenery fades. But the scene and the 
speech may penetrate one another. In States' words, 'the speeches become a 
kind of metaphysical light cast on the setting, while the illmninated setting 
encompasses the speech and gives it a kind of environmental meaning' in a 
'reciprocal exchange'.64 Here, States goes beyond .Honzl's account of the 
'changeability' of signs outlined earlier in this chapter. Whereas Honzl con· 
centrates on the way attention shifts from visual signs to aural signs and back 
again during the course of a performance, States emphasises the effect that 
interpenetration of sight and hearing may have on the way audience members 
perceive scenography. 

Consideration. of the. q\lalities. of SQJJ\ld .. a.s .. a. perf()rmatiy". medium. also 
moves beyond the rhythms and structures of external material to address 
inner processes and phenomenological experiences of sound, Drawing on his 
extensive experience as a sound composer, Ross Brown interrogates jazz 
producer and writer Joachim-Ernst Berendt's concepts of 'ear-thinking' and 
'eye-thinking' as modes of perception and understanding. Ear-thinking is a 
primary process where: 

First we hear and configure the universe in an analogue space/time map 
(hearing tends to reconcile space and time as pitch and melody far more 
elegantly and beautift1lly than space/time can be modelled 
diagrammatically on the page). Then, if necessary- if noise in the map 
demands our attention -we instigate secondary eye-processes. Then we 
look. Then .we analyze. Then we seek logically to explain.65 

Berendt's model suggests that 'ear~thinking' is a phenomenological experience 
which may later he modified by more conscious and cognitive processes of 
interpretation which. he .terms 'eye-thinking'. Brown proposes new approaches 
to sound design by considering the 'phenomenal potency' of theatre sound and 
advocates acceptance of all noise as part of that phenomenal field.66 
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Perception and embodiment 

Merleau·Ponty's assertion that 'there is an immediate equivalence between the 
orientation of the visual field and the awareness of one's own body as the 
potentiality of that field'67 further extends considerations of how sense is made 
of scenography. First of all, Merleau·Ponty says that our bodily, lived experi· 
ence informs our perception of the world: 'Experience discloses beneath 
objective space, in which the body eventt1ally finds its place, a primitive 
spatiality of which experience is merely the outer covering and which merges 
with the body's very being. To be a body, is to be tied to a certain world ... onr 
body is not primarily in space: it is of it.'68 This has important implications for 
scenography because it suggests that audiences can appreciate what they see on 
stage in ways which are embodied and precognitive. 

Stanton B. Garner has applied this idea of bodily understanding to examin· 
ing the relationship between performing bodies and spectators. Garner claims 
that whereas the presence of performers will set in train a phenomenological 
appreciation on the part of the audience, the scenic space is an objectified and 
detached spectacle.69 

Garner, like States, acknowledges a duality in our experience of the stage. 
Whereas States proposes a binocular approach moving between semiotic 
(objectified, intellectual understanding of signs) and phenomenological (the 
total effect of all that the individual spectator apprehends or experiences), 
Garner distinguishes between the 'scenic space' where the spectator views the 
scene with 'visual objectification' and detachment and the 'environmental 
space' where spectators connect with performers through 'phenomenal 
emhodiment'.'0 He claims. that these two. fields of perception are 'rival' ones 
and looking at a scene is like looking at a painting or a sculptme until the actors 
appear.n Where States reflects Veltruskfs ideas about the interchangeability 
of subject and object on stage, Garner insists that scenic elements can only be 
pulled into the phenomenological field through the actor, who is 'a site of 
agency within a world of things'.72 But Merleau~Ponty's account of the phe· 
nomenological aspects of art and paintings makes it clear that we might relate 
to all material on a bodily level. His reflection on the experience of colour is 
informed by sensations as well as observations: 

as I fix my eyes on an object or allow them to wander, or else wholly 
submit myself to the event, the same colour appears to me as superficial 
(Oberfldchenfarbe) - being in a definite location in space, and extending 
over an object - or else it becomes an atmospheric colour (Raumfarbe) 
and diffuses itself all around the object. Or I may feel it in my eye as a 
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vibration of my gaze; or finally it may pass on to my body a similar 
manner of being, fully pervading me, so that it is no longer entitled to be 
called a colour. 73 

Di Benedetto has explored methods of investigating sensorial stimulation in 
contemporary performance, particularly that which is scenographically driven. 
His first-person descriptions (see chapter 4 on Space) attempt to chart the way 
scenography works on his whole body because, he says, 'before interpreting, 
one needs to have a vocabulary to understand the ways in which an object or 
experience exists in space'N A phenomenological approach to analysing 
scenography is particularly useful when it comes to looking at work such as 
Oskar Schlemmer's which emphasises the 'phenomenal reality and experi
enced physicality of the stage'.75 Trimingham describes how in his work at the 
Dessau Bauhaus in the 1920s, Schlemmer used low levels of light to draw in 
spectators in order to play with their sense of perception of space 'before giving 
them a powerful physical sensation of it'?6 Schlemmer's purpose was to create 
complex and dynamic images which 'through pure form and bodily engage
ment' would lead to transcendental eocperience.77 

Merleau-Ponty's account of perception of an object is not simply that of 
viewing a flat surface as. in a picture, but is informed. by our experiential 
knowledge ofhow the object appears from different viewpoints or perspectives 
and by our appreciation of the action of time and memory on that object. These 
varied. perspectives .come .together to inform the totality of our perception: 

My field of perception is constantly filled with a play of colours, noises 
arid fleeting tactile sensations which I cannot relate precisely to the 
context of my clearly perceived world, yet which I nevertheless 
immediately 'place' in the world, without ever confusing them with my 
daydreams. Equally constantly I weave dreams round things. I imagine 
people and things whose' presence is not incompatible with the context, 
yet who are not in fact involved with it: they are ahead of reality, in the 
realm of the imaginary?8 

So, the viewing of an object is not just what is given through the provision of 
one fixed viewpoint. Even when a theatre spectator is seated to _watch a 
performance, this individual's perception of seen objects is informed by his 
or her bodily experience. Perceptnal capabilities come about by way of under
standing of the world as developed through the physical body in its entirety. 
Seeing something on stage is inevitably linked with embodied understanding 
or memories of actual bodily experience, so the appearance of a long velvet coat 
might also evoke an understanding of what it feels like to touch it or how it feels 
to wear it and move in it. 

Chapter 7 

Reception of scenography 

The previous chapter moved from consideration of the analysis of scenography 
as an object to a concern with the scenographic event. This chapter concen
trates on the experience and reception of scenography. 'rhis, of necessity, 
involves consideration of the audience as an active agent. 

Analyses of performances, or the ways in which the mise-en-scene works, are 
governed by the person(s) conducting the analysis, who 'have neither the 
apparent objectivity of empirical observation, nor the absolute universality of 
abstract theory; they negotiate a space between detailed yet fragmentmy descrip" 
lion and general unverifiable theory, between formless signifiers and polysernic 
signifieds'} The richness of the theatrical experience and its reception means 
that petformance varies from one spectator to another. The idea of the spectator 
as 'reader' has some interesting implications in terms of the way theatre, and 
scenography in particular, as a form of communication. is conceptnalised. 

As noted in relation to semiotics, theatre theorists have found useful models in 
the fields oflinguistics and literature which can be applied to 'reading' the theatre 
event. Susan Bennett gives a very clear accmmt of how reception theory and 
reader-response criticism might be nsed to. thinlc about the 'emancipation' of 
audiences and the diversity of roles that they can talce on in the variety of forms 
which make up contemporary theatre and performance practice. Furthermore, 
ideas that arise from semiotics and post -stmcturalist thinking also inform ideas 
about the active role of audiences at 'the nexus of production and reception'? 

'Reading' the image- the role of the spectator 

In literary criticism of the 1960s and 1970s, responsibility for the resolution 
and communication of meaning in a text was seen by some to shift from author 
to reader. Barthes' essay went so far as to claim 'The Death of the Author'. He 
disputed that the meaning of a literary text could be determined by the author's 
intentions or that there conld be a single meaning to be deciphered. Instead, he 
argued that the reader disentangles multiple possible meanings so that 'a text's 
unity lies not in its origin but in its destination'.3 

171 
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It is already dear that an approach to the analysis of scenography which 
concentrates solely on the aims of the designer or the production denies the 
important nature of the theatre event, which occurs at the point of reception. 
Although reader-response and theories of reception were developed primarily 
as theories of the way literature communicates to its readers, they contain some 
useful formulations which have been applied to theatre audiences and which 
can be applied more specifically to viewing scenography. 

Wolfgang Iser's theories about the nature of reading were influenced by 
phenomenology and focused on the 'act of reading'4 and on the experience of 
reading and the way readers relate and respond to a particular text. It is an 
interactive model of communication between the text and the reader, rather 
than a linear transmission from text to reader. Of particular interest in con
sideration of the reception of scenography is Iser's notion of the 'wandering 
viewpoint'.5 This describes how 'the whole text can never be perceived at any 
one time' and how a reader actively evaluates material against past experience 
and expectations Of future events in a·continuous procesS of interpretation and 
reinterpretation ·as reading progresses: ~There is a moving viewpoint which 

travels along inside that which it has to apprehend.'6 

Although Iser says that this process is unique to literature, the spectator's 
experience of the theatre everit might be said to be informed in several ways 
by wandering viewpoints. During the flow of performance, spectators may 

r_egist~~._~():tl?-~.1?-~~ ~h!c_~-- stan<:t ()_tit against their ~x:pectations ~nd cause them 
to re~ev~luate· what they have alr~~dy witnessed and adjust their interpreta
tion accordingly. Moreover, members of an audience are free to focus their 
attention on any part of the stage or auditorium. Although theatre architec
ture and various traditions of theatre production have attempted to direct 
attention towards a single viewpoint, spectators are able to choose that which 
they concentrate upon. In comparison to the experience of watching film, 
where the audience sees the product of controlled filming and editing, the 
experience of theatre is much more open and invites more active responses. 
Anne Ubersfeld expresses this in terms of negotiation of the signs of 
performance: 

It is the spectators, much more than the director, who create the 
spectacle: they must reconstruct the totality of the performance, along 
both the vertical axis and the horiZontal 'axis. Spectators are obliged not 
only to follow a story, a fabula (horizontal axis), but also to constantly 
reconstruct the total figure of all the signs engaged concurrently in the 
performance. They are at one and the same time required to engage 
themselves in tl1e spectacle (identification) and to back off from it 
(distancing)? 
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A wandering viewpoint is required to make sense of the uofolding drama in 
terms of the particular way it is presented in performance. Significance of the 
scenography is seen to evolve in the light of dramatic action and vice versa. 
Ubersfeld's description of engagement and distance chimes with States' idea of 
the binocular vision that theatre seems to require; a surrender to the whole 
event whilst simultaneously registering and interpreting significant details. 

Iser also suggests that the key to an interactive readership consists of the 
indeterminate features of the text. These arise through what is written and 
what is unwritten or through the way literature refers to external reality at the 
same time as creating its own reality. The 'blanks' that arise from this inde
terminacy structure the readers' participation and propel the process of creat
ing meaning in such a way as to require the readers to fill in the blanks or make 
their own connections in order to make sense of the whole.8 This formulation 
has resonances with some of the pioneering scenography already identified. 
Often, a deliberate strategy of gaps and omissions is detectable in scenography. 
Caspar Neher's scenography made use of the gaps between what was being said 
and what was being shown, between the reality of the stage and the social 
reality to which it referred. Half-curtains and placards demanded an engage
ment and re-evaluation of stage presentation from the audience. Tadeusz 
Kantor's 'poor' objects such as old rotten planks or discarded wheels were 
transformed, despite or because of their abject nature, into objects of contem
plation and, potentially, transcendence for the spectators. Svoboda's spare and 
elegant spaces contained blank walls and reflective surfaces which invited 
spectators to contribute to the imaginative process. 

Aesthetic perception 

Hans Robert Jauss distinguishes between understanding and interpretation 
through reading. The initial response from the reader is built on the aesthetic 
dimension. Reflective interpretation follows on from the 'immediate' under
standing that is found 'within aesthetic perception': Interpretation, which iu 
the case of the poetic text can be reductive, is allowed to 'remain suspended' 
within aesthetic perception so that the reader can experience the full signifi
cance of the text.10 Scenography plays an important role in the aesthetic 
perception of theatre, and the suspension of interpretation may be. a valuable 
viewing strategy, especially in work that might be described as image-based or 
postdramatic. Viewing strategies, rather than the work itself, might determine 
'the shape of what is read'. 11 Stanley Fish's theory of'interpretive communities' 
states that strategies for interpreting texts and assigning meaning are shared 
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within communities of readers and are developed through culturally and 
socially formed expectations and understandings. Application of this formu
lation to scenography needs to stress the extent to which particular viewing 
strategies are adopted and shaped by culture and the way meaning is deter
mined through such viewpoints and not through the intentions of the scenog
rapher or director. Robert Wilson's work invites spectators to make their own 

sense of it with little or no guidance within the work itself. The viewing strategy 
that Wilson encourages is one where spectators make their own serendipitous 
choices in selecting that to which they pay attention and their created associ
ations. This approach suggests a way of viewing his work which reflects the way 
he himself develops it. This appears to hand over the process of creating 
meaning to the viewer. Thus, the viewer, shaped by membership of an inter
pretive community, brings individual expectations and strategies to the event 
which may or may not coincide with those of Wilson. 

Anthony Howell describes a state of stillness which enables a· spectator to 
read perfOrmance: 

Stillness enables a reading of the performance piece which is more akin to 
the way we read a painting than the way we read a conventional play. 
When a still tableau is presented, the aUdience is not required to 'follow' 
the action. They read the scene at their own pace, and the eye travels as it 
wills, upwards, doWnwards, across'in either direction. When we follow a 
_drama, on the _ather hand) we are given little time. to develop our own 
thoughts. Instead, weare the receivers of the piece. Ourthoughts about it 
occur in its intervals or after the final curtain. In front of a painting, we 
develop our own thoughts, and this is an active form of contemplation 
which the canvas stimulates.12 

The means by which the 'canvas' of a performance (the scenography) stim
ulates contemplation is through composition. Wilson's audiences are encour
aged to let their eyes wander and develop their own thoughts, but the stage is 
nonetheless carefully controlled and arranged; the spectator's attention is 
drawn and held through the way the stage space is moulded and shaped. As 
noted earlier, much of this is achieved by a carefully orchestrated interaction of 
space, objects, human figures and light. The spectator's eye 'travels at will'but it 
is guided towards the 'apprehension of significant structural patterns'." 
Palmer develops this approach in his consideration of the aesthetics of stage 
lighting. He points out that even when stage lighting is being used to signify 
natural light, principles of composition are at work: 

Discussions of composition involve a considerable degree of abstraction. 
We will analyze what the audience sees in such terms as· line, balance, 
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focus, and tonal value, even though the audience member thinks of the 
scene as a living room or a clearing in the woods. This abstract analysis of 
composition seems more natural when the production itself uses an 
abstract approach. We easily conceive oflight, like music, in abstract 
terms without reference to realistic'" natural sources. However, even when 
the context is realistic and the audience thinks of the lighting as coming 
from the sun or clearly motivated sources, the composition, as an abStract 
form, creates an impression, albeit subconsciously. 14 

Scenographers might be guided in their composition by principles of line, 
focus, balance and pattern. Spectators are subsequently influenced by these 
compositional choices as they respond to the stage, but audience members are 
not passive receivers. The capacity to seek out and recognise overall patterns is 

an active and creative one for the audience: 'All perceiving is also thinking, all 
reasoning is also intuition, all observation is also invehtion.'15 RudolfArnheim 

attempted to locate the 'perceptual mechanisms' that account for what. is 
understood through vision by investigating the principles of composition at 
work in art and the way meaning is generated through images.16 Influenced by 
Gestalt psychology, he concentrated on the human tendency towards holistic 
apprehension where the seeing eye seeks out form. Gestalt psychologists 
showed that while clues are taken from constituent parts of an image, simulta
neous clues may be seen in relation to the whole picture for forms and figures, 
even when the components of an image ouly provide partial information. 

Perception rather than reception 

Although Jauss acknowledges the role of aesthetics, it is the role of the reader 
and the received message which tend to be emphasised by reception theories 
and reader-response criticism. Application ofthese sorts of theories to scenog
raphy offers accounts of possible relationships between scenography and 
spectators in terms of end results but not in terms of the way in which 
meanings and messages are transferred or exchanged. A book can be picked 
up and put down at the will of the individual reader, whereas a performance 
happens at a given time and placefor a group of people. As such, the experience 
of being there, the emotional and sensory engagement that occurs in the 
immediacy of the performance is crucial. Willmar Sauter says the 'theatre 
event' should be understood in terms of perception, not reception. Reception 
implies the analysis of 'social values and mental worlds' whereas perception 
implies phenomenological experience. Perception happens at the time of the 
performance; reception happens afterwards. The creation of a performance 
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and experience of it are simultaneous at such a live event.17 This implies that 
'the mearting of a performance is created by the performers and the spectators 
together, in a joint act of understanding'." Sauter also claims that semiotics is 
not helpful in empirical research into how audiences perceive theatre because it 
has 'no way of accounting for the pleasure and the enjoyment which spectators 
experience'.19 He prefers a model which takes account of the phenomenolog
ical dimension of perception and structures an account of perception of the 
theatre event which moves fi·om the sensory to the symbolic. 

For Sauter, theatrical communication happens at three levels 'distinguish
able by their nature but dynamically intercmmected' and, crucially, the 
changes of meaning that are communicated over time.20 At the sensory level 
the spectator perceives the physical and mental presence of the actor, while the 
actor senses audieilce response and mood. The artistic level is a recognition of 
the event as a separation from everyday life, as a particular presentation or 
interpretation of everyday life. At the third level, the symbolic aspect is 'a 
consequence of the artistic otherness of the event: meaning can be attributed to 
the artistic actions'. Ultimately 'nothing is symbolic in itself unless it is 
perceived as such by the observer'.21 

The senses which are called on in the reception of theatre are reflected in 
terms used to describe the perceivers of theatre. These terms also carry with 
them implications about the nature of reception. 'Audience' implies hearing 
and it;llsqi.l]].PM~SA h()moge1)eous gr9t;p, SllS'lf'Bennettfayours this term for 
considering cultural conditions that inform the production and reception of 
theatre.Z2 Anne Ubersfeld tends to prefer the term 'spectator', with its stress 
upon 'seeing' and its tendency to suggest a group of individuals. 'Spectator' also 
suggests a more active role than 'viewer' and offers a sense of being part of the 
spectacle. McAuley agrees that spectators are not passive, even when they are 
sitting in a darkened auditorium. There is interaction between stage and 
auditorium even through 'weak signs' that indicate audience attentiveness or 
restlessness. According to McAuley, spectators sort and choose that upon 
which to focus and that with which to engage. This gives individuals in the 
audience an •independence of vision'23 which resists a model of commnnica
tion between the stage and the auditorium as one of transmission: 

spectators in the theatre have so many calls on their attention, conditions 
of visibility and audibility vary considerably from different points in the 
auditoriuill Of even the mOst demoCratically deSigned theatre, there are so 
many things one can look at in the presentational space and in the 
performance space more· generally, that it is not surprising that a moment 
when eve1yi:me present seems to be focusing on the same thing is 
relatively rare.Z4 
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Spatial and bodily dimensions of perception 

A group of spectators is not homogeneous in its response. The 'multiplicity of 
spectators who react to each other'25 allows the signals that pass between stage 
and auditorium to be refracted among other spectators in a complex exchange. 
This complex network of communication and exchange reverberates in and 
around the performance space. McAuley points out that this exchange is a 
spatial and phenomenological experience rather than a purely visual one: 

The stress on looking and seeing, the insistence on the visual, are 
problematic insofar as they may encourage a misleading elision between 
theatre and film spectatorship. Even when sight lines and lighting 
techniques are good, spectators sitting or standing in a theatre experience 
the space with all their senses, and it would be more appropriate in the 
circumstances to speak of a spatial than a visual experience.26 

Carlson and Ubersfeld demonstrate that theatre space has semiotic signifi
cance, but McAuley shows that it can also be thought of as a defining aspect in 
the perception of theatre. Perception in the theatre, as elsewhere, is related to 
the act of seeing the rest of the world in respect of oneself. Being a spectator, 
being part of an audience·, is a spatial experience in that one is conscious of 
one's own reactiOns and responses ii:t relation to other Spectators and perfbrm
ers on stage. In scenographic terms, specifically, this includes sensing distance, 
m6vemerii', weight arid s'cale iil relation to one's own body .. 

DiBenedetto has proposed the term 'attendant' (one who has a role in a 
ceremony) as one which promotes thinking about the experience of a viewer as 
an active and creative agent in the theatre event: 

With this in mind we can encounter the theatrical event in a more active 
manner as we would an experience of a building or a sculpture, by 
processing a range of stimuli ~o get a picture of the whole. To be attendant 
to a theatrical experience - rather than to be a spectator or' part of an 
audience·- transfers the focus of reception away from the material object 
to our proprioceptors, our Cnrn expedence of the stimuli presented 
during the event. 27 

This concept of the audience emphasises spatial and sensory dimensions of 
scenographic reception. Arnold Aronson claims that 'we are spatial creatures; 
we respond instinctively to space'. The stage, he says, creates the impression of 
a 'boundless space beyond' and although its effect may be subliminal 'it is the 
apprehension of space that may be the most profound and powerful experience 
of live theatre'.28 
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He also suggests that the plasticity of the stage links with the theatre's ability 
to engage audience imagination. It seems that in the theatre, imaginations are 
unlocked by the tangible and actual nature of stage space which is inhabited by 
real performers and defined within a specific frame of time that is located in a 
particular place. Instinctive responses to space are inflected by individual and 
embodied experience of the world. 

Although Cartesian divisions between the body and the mind have been 
influential in the past and may account, in part, for the suspicion about 
scenographic appeals to the senses, it is becoming clear that our intellect and 
emotions are informed directly by changes sensed in the body. 
Neurophysiologist Antonio Damasio has described how 'the brain is truly 
the body's captive audience'29 with regard to the way higher levels of con
sciousness and creativity arise from the basic level of 'life regulation' and 
'sensory patterns signaling pain, pleasure and emotion'.30 'the sensory modal
ities are 'visual, auditory, olfactory, gostatory and somatosensory'. This last 
term refers to sensory systems inherent in the body an din eludes the sensing of 
changes in 'the chemical environment' of cells throngh the operation of the 
nervous system and the visceral dimension of our internal organs. These are 
influenced by flows of blood which might be registered as feelings of calm or 
agitation, flushing skin. or sweating palms. The musculoskeletal functions are 
those which allow the possibility of muscular empathy and they also account 
f<;n: thev\'stibu1ar system JVhich 'maps the coordi]lates.ofthe body in space'.31 

The somatosensory also includes touch. and the sensors in the skin· which 
inform us about texture, form and weight. 

Much scenography, experienced from a seat in the auditorium and appre· 
hended principally through eyes and ears, creates understanding of the world 
previously obtained through other senses which in tnrn informs and extends 
visual an~ aural information. Understanding of space is developed through 
somatosensory 1neans as well as visual and auditory· ones. The appearance 
of a performer on stage provokes automatic reactions in the audience, who 
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spontaneously recognise the mood and mental presence of a fellow human 
being32 This is not just a matter of identification, but one of recognition and 
response that is registered in the body of the spectator through 'muscular 
empathy'.33 Watching actions on stage triggers a physical reaction which may 
manifest itself in tension or relaxation in the spectator's body. The audience 
member may hardly be aware of this bodilyresponse. Even so, it has an impact 
on reception. Bernard Beckerman claims that ~Perception includes subception, 
bodily response to stimuli before we are focally aware of the stimuli. In theatre, 
this means that our bodies are already reacting to the textnre and structure of 
action before we recognize that they are doing so.'34 Beckerman suggests that 
spectators' bodies respond to all that occurs on stage. Understanding of what is 
happening and what this means works through successive. impressions of a 
presentation, suggesting that 'we absorb the segmental pattern of presentation 
kinaesthetically rather thau perceive it focally, that is, we absorb it throngh our 
muscles as well as our minds'.35 

This idea is developed from philosopher Michael Polanyi who investic 
gated the bodily roots of perception and thought. Polanyi describes how the 
whole body is involved in viewing objects. Although individuals may not be 
conscious of it, they bring to bear bodily experience of things when focused 
on external objects. Individuals attend to internal processes (which cannot 
be .felt in themselves) and to the qualities of the outside object, transposing 
bodily experience into the perception of objects. In viewing. an object, 
individuals incorporate 'it in our body - or extend. our body to include 
it- so that we come to dwell in it'.36 This tacit and embodied understanding 
that people have of the world is an important condition in the perception of 
scenography. 

Appeals to the senses 

Perception of colour in the theatre can be a powerful experience. Scientific 
accounts of how colour is registered in the brain do not account for the 
psychological and emotional impact that colour can have in the context of a 
performance. 

Kaudinsky's composition for stage, The Yellow Sound (1912), is an abstract 
piece based on the exploration of spiritual connections between movement, 
colour aud sound.37 The colour is particularly important and may almost be 
considered a character in itself. There is uo plot, as such, but the shape of the 
piece is gnided by an 'invasion' of giaut yellow figures into the blue environ
ment of the stage space. Giista Bergman gives a detailed account of the piece 
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as described in Kandinsky's directions38 which shows how Kandinsky imag
ined the interaction of coloured light with three-dimensional forms and music 
to create symbolic meaning. Coloured light, especially, was intended to be 
used to change intensity and 'character' of the scenes. Kandinsky's descrip
tions are not easy to understand; his writing is poetic and mystical and 'a 
matter of scenic expressionism in a visionary dream-play'. The piece draws on 
Kandinsky's interpretation of colour as a vehicle of spiritnal significance and 
was intended to connect to the 'inner sounds' of art and the 'inner vibrations' 
of the audience. Kandinsky writes: 'Yellow is the typically earthly colour ... It 
can never have profonnd meaning. An intermixture of blue makes it a sicldy 
colour. It ·may be paralleled in human natnre, with madness, not with 
melancholy or hypochondriacal mania, but rather with violent raving 
lunacy.'39 Kandinsky's account of the meaning of colour is, of course, a highly 
subjective one. Attempts to categorise the effect of colour in the abstract are 
limited and cannot account for the impact that colour has on the individual 
viewer in a particular context. Although physiological responses to colour 
have been recorded, these responses vary according to the personality of the 
viewer. For example, coloured light has been shown to influence blood 
pressure, heart beat, respiration~ perspiration, eye. movement and muscular 
tension, but there is no clear agreement about specific responses to particular 
colours and there is no· agreement. either about emotional responses.40 

Clearly, .the ... perception .. of colour. is .. influenced. by many factors. Some of 
these ate physical: light levels, the surface of the object on which the colour 
appears and the capacity of the eye to register colour. Some are culturally 
informed:- colours have symbolic significance shaped by cultural traditions 
and trends which can be read and understood by anyone familiar with a 
given culture. But, as Arnheim points out, 'the effect of colour is much 
too direct and spontaneous to be only the product of an interpretation 
attached to the percept by learning' .41 An individual's experience of 
colour in a theatrical context is an immediate and affective encounter. 
The combination of coloured light and pigment on stage can provide an 
intense experience of colour which is part of the aesthetic perception of 
theatre. 

Arnheim points to light as the initial cause of visual perception. It is an 
'animating power' and without it there can be no perception of shape, colour 
and spaceY Baugh links the development of lighting design and the realisation 
of theatre 'as a distinctive phenomenon of perception', an event in its own right 
and not simply the staging of dramatic literature.43 As with colour, light seems 
to have a physical and emotional effect and this is reflected in the vocabulary 
used to describe light. Low levels of light are often perceived as 'gloomy' 
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whereas 'brightness' refers to the relative amount oflight as well as its effect on 
mood.44 Levels of light and changes in them can also be sensed in the body. A 
stage flooding with warm light might induce a shiftinthe musculartensionof 
the viewing body. 

David Belasco, an American actor-manager and playwright working at the 
beginning of the twentieth centnry, is also considered to have been a pioneer of 
lighting design. He undettook painstaking experiments with lighting in order 
to achieve atmospheric colour which spectators would be able to experienc~ 
'not with their intellects, but.with theirsenses'. Belasco believed thatlight 
affected _actOrs in such a way as to subconsciously stitlllliat~_ their: ~.aginations. 
As such; the performers' response to light was sensedbythe audience: This; in 
turn, heightened atmosphere arid emotion which affected ~udience perception 
()f performance~ 45 

Sound, too, can be felt as much. as heard .. Societas Raffaell() Sarizio uses 
sound to stir arid urmerve the audience (Figures 28 and29):Here is Nicholas 
Ridout's account of the Berlin episode (B.#O) Tragedia Endogonidia (2003): 

Each 'pisode of Tragedia Endogonidia opens with a kind of breathing, as 
thqugh there were a membrane between the·stage an9-.the auditorium 
throughwhich,once we begin, breath may pass, that deep breath we take 
before we take the pi,mge. Scott Gibbons and Chiara Guidi process 
human breath into a sound that spreads through the space like a smoke, 
creeping into all the cavities and passageways ofthe stage and 
auditorium,- opening. them up to their own vibrations ... it starts as a 
distant rumble, the long-since-accomplished aftershock of an exploding 
star reaching us through galactic time, perhaps, prefiguring the 
appearance of somethillgthat died long before htiriian meniorywas born; 
or signalling, at least, that something of magnitnde has occurred, 
something that we were not there to see.46 

The effect of sound like this is intimate and visceral, touching the. audience 
'intimately, somatically; each of us in our ownblood'.47 

Dixon claims that much of the work that juxtaposes live performance and 
projected media seeks to 'excite visceral, subjective, or subconscious audi
ence responses'.48 Although more traditional technologies of the stage are 
capable of doing just that, the suggestion is that the sheer speed and scale of 
the transformations that video editing and. computer-generated images per
mit amount to a. 'bombardment of images from different titnes and spaces 
quite impossible in live performance within three-dimensional theatrical 
space'.49 
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28. Societas Raffaello Sanzio, Bu. 05, Tragedia Endogonidia, Bergen 
International Festival, Norway, 2003 

Subjective and psychoanalytical perspectives 

Although some tendencies may be emphasised in the way that people respond 
to scenographic elements such as space, colour and light, it must also be 
recognised that any attempts to codify these into general responses and 
describe their effects in language is limited. Although much of what is experi
enced in a performance is met with a degree of common understanding, the 
phenomenological impact of scenography, the multi-sensory and synaesthesic 
nature of its. perception, emphasises the importance of the response of the 
individual spectator and the subjective nature of perception. Pavis recalls his 
own response to Brith Gofs production of Camlann when he states that 'the 
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29.Socletas Raffaello Sanzio, L. 09, Tragedia Endogonidia, London 
International FestivalofTheatre, 2004 
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multiple stimuli that act on corporeal memmy include the noise of empty oil 
drums, the disturbing darkness of the factory space, the acrid smell of smoke'.50 

It is important to note how the real and 'material action' ofthe scenography 
registered directly and drew upon multiple sensmy perceptions of touch, smell, 
sense of space, movement, sight and sound. 

,1 
I 

I 
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Multi-sensory aspects of scenography offer a phenomenological encounter 
for the audience that stimulates embodied understandings of the physical and 
material world Light fading to black on stage can evoke. feelings. in the pit of 
one's stomach whilethe throwing of confetti or the swish of a skirt may induce 
other musculatory responses. These sensations are often registered through 
impressions and fragments rather than fully formed images, and although they 
are hard tO grasp in conscious thought, this does not mean that they do not 
have significant impact on individual spectators. 

Barthes' notions of'stndium' and 'punctum', as applied to the viewing or 
experiencing of photographs, distingoish between a polite or cursory interest 
in and attention to an image (smdium) and a more immediate and more 
idiosyncratic response (punctum). The concept of 'punctum' as 'that accident 
which pricks me' highlights the visceral potential of an image51 and helps to 
develop theidea ofunstable but potentscenographiF ]ll~teriaLTheinitial level 
of polite interest (studium) involves a kind of contract or an agreement to 
behave; itis educated and in harmony with the artist's intentions and can be 
disrupted by the experience of an image which cuts through o1' p1lncttires the 
more obviousmea11ing. McAuley.identifies the capability of objects on stage to 
work in asjmilar way to Barthes' theory of'punctum'.She calls then1 'arbitrary' 
objects. They are like Artaud's 'objects of 11ulrnown form and purpose' which 
induce a 'rupture' with the realworld.It is 'the realization that the object can be 

l1e.ither ... l1IJ<I~r9.too<! .. IJP.LmiJ!ro!l~<! .. th!ll .. giYes• .. §l1<:h.~ll!r!'alistic. q\)je.ct~. their 
power':52 

The subjective nattire of the reception of theatre has led many to consider 
the psychoanalytical dimension of the experience. This perspective fore
grounds the individual spectator in relation to the body and the sense of self. 
It helps to draw both conscious and unconscious reactions into the under
standing of responses to scenography. Psychoanalysis as applied to theatre 
reception is particularly useful with regard to ideas about self-identity and the 
role of the nnconscious .. Building on Sigmund Freud's theories of child deveL 
opment, Jacques Lacan identified the 'mirror stage' as the point at which young 
children begin to understand themselves as separate beings and start to develop 
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a sense of themselves; consequently, Lacan's theories of the 'gaze' emphasise 
how seeing always means being seen and that 'we are beings who are looked at, 
in the spectacle of the world'. 53 

However, the illusion of consciousness and objec~ivity and .the image of 
ourselves as complete and coherent entities that appear to stare back at us from 
the mirror is, in itself, illusory: 'The gaze I encounter ... is not a seen gaze, but a 
gaze imagined by me in the field of the Other64 The 'gaze' is the 'underside of 
consciousness' and disrupts, questions or threatens the fragile sense of self. 

James Elkins has written an accessible account ofLacan's ideas in his study 
of the nattire of' seeing'. Elkins discusses the reciprocal process of' seeing' and 
'being seen' as fundamental processes of understanding who we are: 'I see 
myself in the other person's gaze, and so I see myself being seen.'55 Vision is a 
'eat's cradle of crossing lines of sight' or an intersection or gazes in which we 
can be caught. This idea is not difficult to grasp when we thinkabout the gaze of 
ourselves in the mirror or the gaze of other people, but it can be applied to 
objects, which might also be said to 'send back our sight' .56 Elkins states that 
'Objects look incomplete or inviting; they seem to be waiting for us to notice 
them.'57 But these exchanges of gaze are fraught and the field of vision is 
'clotted with sexuality, desire, convention, anxiety, and boredom'.58 

According .to Lacan, the fragile sense of completeness of. the subject is 
forever undermined by unconscious desire fdr the time, before the· mirror 
stage, of' pure plenitnde', where child and mother exist in a 'hermetically sealed 
circuit of need and satisfaction'.59 The gaze, 'pulsatile, dazzling and spread 
out',60 operates to reveal this lack of completeness and threatens to dismantle 
illusions of selfhood. Bnt cultural objects and artworks are .used. as a way of 
mediating the threat. The concept of the 'gaze' has been discussed particularly 
with regard to its application to cinema61 Hal Foster claims that picttire
making and viewing are the means by which we can tame, pacify, 'manipulate 
and moderate the gaze'. A picture is a screen (or a mask) between the subject 
and the gaze and allows the subject to view the object without being 'blinded by 
the gaze'62 

The scenographic image also provides a kind of 'screen' which presents a 
tamed view of the world. The 'screen' of scenography can be an object of 
contemplation and also a means of speculation about the world and the fears 
and desires which lie beyond the performance. In Lacan's terms, the spectator 
is 'mapped' in the image and 'isolates the function of the screen and plays with 
it', knowing that what lies beyond is the gaze.63 

Michal Kobialka uses psychoanalytical terms to frame investigation of 
Kantor's development as a theatre artist. He sees Kantor's work as a journey 
of discovery of the self and of the 'quest for the other'. Kantor's early work 
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amounted to a series of explorations in captoring the individual artist's 
response to the world and to contemporary events, leading to theatre which 
produced 'its own space within the space of the world'.64 From 1975 (the year 
of the first production of The Dead Class), Kantor began to investigate the 
presentation of memory and multiple reflections of past events from his own 
life and childhood. 

The figure of Kantor as the instigator of the work was clarified through his 
presence On stage where he observed and soinetimes intervened in the action. 
Using fragments of action drawn from his own experience and memory, 
Kantor required his performers to repeat sequences until the effect produced 
was an. impression or intricate collage of memory. In Wielopole, Wielopole, 
images and events from his childhood were presented and re"presented in 'an 
attewpt to visoalize mewory.in a.three,dimensional the\ltrical space. Kantor as 
the holder of the disconrse/mel11ory, watched the process of materialization of 
the most intimate aspects of the Self in the form of the Other(s).'65 The stage 
space, a simple room, became the site of an irresolvable attempt to reconcile the 
here and now with the past and to investigate the illusion of the self through 
representations of images of the other. Kantor refers to fbe performance space 
as 'the Room of Memory' and it is the place where characters and events from 
the past meet.66 Images assembled, disassembled and reassembled on the stage 
are attempts to grasp at the ungraspable and that which lies beyond everyday 
reality. 

Attention and distraction 

Shifts of attention and moments of distraction form a key part of the meaning
malting process in theatre. Determination of the spectator's view has been an 
important aspect of the development of theatre architecture and scenography. 
The viewers' attention can easily be manipulated by use of scenography but 
individuals are also capable of making their own choices concerning focus. 
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Disruption and surprise in the scenographic composition help to instigate 
critical distance. At the same time, distraction that results from prolonged 
attention might induce a productive reverie where individual spectators are 
open to associations which are-significant to them alone. 

fonathan Crary's 'genealogy of attention' shows how modernity has shaped 
concepts of attention and human subjectivity67 and attempted to regulate the 
effect of the image: 'attention is the means by which an individual observer can 
transcend those subjective limitations and malce perception its own, and 
attention is at the same time a means by which a perceiver becomes open to 
control and annexation by external agencies'.68 'Attention' enables individual 
viewers to focus on what they choose. Such choices continue to shape the 
perceptions of individuals but they can also induce docility, passive acceptance, 
absorption or manageable patterns of consumption and loss of self. Richard 
Wagner's theatre at Bayreuth was shaped by 'his belief in the transformative 
effects of the collective experience of music drama'. Wagner distinguished 
between higher fotms of art (such as his own) which required a deeply attentive 
audience and the more popular and 'distracted modes of cultoral consump
tion'.69 The design of the Bayreuth auditorium reduced the tendency to make 
audience members aware of each other as had been encouraged, perhaps 
unintentionally, by the layout of earlier theatres. By sinking the orchestra pit 
and making the stage far more brightly illuminated than the auditorium he 
helped to remove the spectator's consciousness of the construction of the event 
in a 'systematic concealing and mystification of the processes of production'.'0 

This resulted in a state of attentiveness that was hypnotic and produced a 
drearulike condition of perception. The autonomy of the audience was sub
ordinated to Wagnels own vision. 

Distraction, the apparent opposite of attention, has been associated with 
deviancy, lack of control and social disintegration. But it may come about when 
attention reaches a threshold and disintegrates leading to 'distraction, reverie, 
dissociation and trance': 'Attention always contained within itself the condi
tions for its own disintegration, it was haunted by the possibility of its own 
excess - which we all know so well whenever we try to look at or listen to any 
one thing for too long.'71 Attention and distraction, then, exist on a continuum: 
'the two ceaselessly flow into one another, as part of a social field in which the 
same imperatives and forces incite one and the other'.72 In contemporary 
scenography, distraction is as much an organising principle as attention was 
in the modernist period. 

Returning to psychoanalysis, fulia Kristeva identifies 'the semiotic' and 'the 
symbolic' as two modalities of the same signifying process?3 The symbolic is 
tied to language, communication and the regulating function of theory, order 
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and identity.'4 Kristeva's notion of the semiotic refers particularly to non
verbal signs which, although they cannot be grasped by conceptual thought, are 
nonetheless an essential part of our understanding of the world. As infants, our 
world is informed by semiotic understanding that precedes and transcends 
language, focused by the 'chora', a mobile, provisional articulation and the 
precondition for attaining a signifYing position. The 'chora precedes and under
lies figuration' and is analogous to. 'vocal or kinetic rhythm'.75 Scenographic 
distraction seems to provide a chora-like state which is an important part of the 
whole signifYing process. Rich and distracting material - colours, patterns, 
shapes, movement and rhythm - are brought into focus through spectators' 
attempts to identify representations of the symbolic. A psychological account of 
the artwork; as articulated by Lacan and Foster, enables an understanding of 
the intensely subjective motivation behind the creation and viewing of images. 
From this perspective, the scenographic image might be seen to have a role in 
structuring the individual's self-consciousness. Motivation for making and 
viewing images is part of a human need to 'develop a healthy reciprocity 
between the embodied subject and its world' so that the subject might find 'its 
owu sense of self defined and realized'.'6 

Chapter8 

Completion and exchange of the image 

It is important not to consider experience of scenography separately from 
the total experience of performance. However, consideration of sceno
graphic aspects of performance serves to highlight particular qualities and 
characteristics of the theatrical event. A scenographic perspective also 
emphasises the extent to which individual audience members determine 
the success and significance of performance. This concluding chapter con
siders what audiences might take from engagement with scenography and 
how the role of the audience is reshaped through scenographic practice and 
understanding. 

Theatre images 

Alan Read has claimed that images are the essence of theatre and that theatre 
images are 'part of an economy of symbolic exchange' .1 The images he 
describes are not limited to the visual. The kinds of images that theatre 
produces are informed by space and time and by visual, auditory, and other 
sensory stimuli. They are not created entirely by the production itself, but come 
about as a result of the production being able to activate the spectator's 
imagination: 

a woman reaching for a man, a balloon ascending,_ sand descending, the 
reverberation of a forest -like others [they] add up to more than the sum 
of their parts, they have physical depth and imaginative height. They are 
not solely literary, visual, or poetic images but potentially theatre images, 
and as such are produced by the relationship between bodies in place, 
made sp·ace, and the presence of more than a seeing·eye; they are regarded 
hy a perceiving audience.2 

This concept of a perceiving audience that does more than just see recalls 
Meyerhold's claim that 'the crucial revision of a production is that which is 
made by the spectator.'3 

189 
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Meyerhold investigated the way his productions affected audiences through 
consideration of their behaviour. He studied audience laughter, applause, 
whistling, hisses, fidgeting, sighing, throwing things and people walking out.4 

This rather crude quantitative approach allowed Meyerhold's company to 
compare one performance to another but it was not appropriate in uncovering 
the significance of theatre linages and the workings of audience imagination. 
What is needed, says Read, is an understanding of the mechanics of images and 
how they work: 'how they are received and appropriated by the precondition of 
their creation, the audience'.5 The spatial dimension of theatre reception 
provides a different way of thinking about the creation and effect of theatre 
images. Recent research into the way audiences respond to scenography has 
drawn on notions of spatial thinking to help model the working of images as an 
exchange between scenography and spectators6 

Spatial thinking 

Henri Lefebvre conceived of space as a medium of cultural expression. He 
identified three ways in which space operates. 'Perceived space' refers to 
concrete spatial practices in which every society produces its own space that 
reflects its ideology and reproduces its dominance. For Lefebvre, writing in the 
1970s., these practices. could be traced through such examples as 'the daily life 
of a tenant in a government subsidized high~rise housing project' or the 
operation of the motorway system and the politics of air transport? An 
important formulation which might apply directly to scenography is the 
notion that 'activity in space is restricted by that space'. Lefebvre elaborates 
by saying 'space commands bodies, prescribing or proscribing gestures, routes 
and distances to be covered'.8 'Conceived space' concerns codes and represen
tations of space, the intellectual, theoretical concepts of space which are made 
use of by experts: 'scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers and 
social engineers'.9 Finally, 'lived space' is space as dii·ectly and subjectively 
experienced by individuals. Lefebvre links this to the 'clandestine or under~ 
ground side of sociallife'10 and to art. The everyday reality of space can be 
transcended via the iinagination, which makes use of non~verbal symbols and 
signs: 'This is the dominated - and hence passively experienced -space which 
the imagination seeks to change and appropriate. It overlays physical space, 
malting symbolic use of its objects.'11 

All these categories might be applied to an understanding of scenography. 
Perceived space might be considered in relation to the dominant modes of 
experience and consumption of theatre, while conceived space might refer to 
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various attempts to describe and theorise principles and practices of scenog~ 
raphy. Arnold Aronson has suggested that 'traditional theatrical scenography 
is a form of conceived space, which is based on perceived space' .12 However, it 
is the third category of 'lived space' in which there is scope for productive 
consideration of the operation of scenography - now and in the future. 
Transcendence of the everyday and release of the imagination (in any artistic 
form) allows individuals to think about how things really are and, perhaps, 
how they might be otherwise. 

Another valuable concept offered by Lefebvre concerns the 'dual nature' of 
space. On the one hand, for each of us, one 'relates oneself to space, situates 
oneself in space. One confronts both an immediacy and an objectivity of one's 
own. One places oneself at the centre, designates oneself, measures oneself, and 
uses oneself as a measure.'13 On the other hand, 'space .serves an intermediary 
or mediating role: beyond each plane surface, beyond each opaque form, "one" 
seeks to apprehend something else. This tends to turn social space into a 
transparent medium occupied solely by light, by "presences" and influences'.14 

Thus, space is a simultaneously concrete and conceptual medium; a tangible 
and measurable entity as well as a medium of imagination. Architects and 
artists have made use of this in developing new work and proposing new ideas; 
working with materials allows ideas to literally take shape whilst concepts are 
modified and developed in the light of practical experiments. This sort of 
process has also been described as 'projection'. Art can be considered to be 
based on 'a series of projective relations in a game of reflections, each of which 
permits the representation of the object, but alone can never succeed in 
exhausting its content'. Each projection, each reflection, allows the object to 
assume 'new connotations and interpretive openings'.15 For the theatre, too, 
projection has both physical and conceptual purchase. The work of scenogra~ 
phers clearly involves selection of objects and images and their translation and 
transformation into moments of significance. But members of the audience, 
too, are invited to project, through their imagination, their own thoughts and 
feelings as part of the process of engaging with performance. The concrete~ 
and~conceptual nature of theatre images, the way they oscillate between what 
Read terms the 'the material and the metaphysical', 16 can be compared to what 
Paul Crowther has to say about the nature of art and aesthetic experience. In 
the visual arts, literature and the applied arts, what is created is 'a symbolically 
significant sensuous manifold'. Artworks are physical artefacts which exist iu 
and take up space. At the same time they are conceptualisations, that is, 'a 
concrete particular which is charged with semantic and conceptual energy'. 
This dual nature of the artwork is what determines the way it can be fully 
understood. It is 'a mode of understanding which is half~ way between. the 
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concrete particularity of material phenomena, and the abstract generality of 
pure thought'.17 The physical manifestation of scenography; the constrnction 
and nature of materials; the quality and nature of the sound; the movement and 
texture of a costume; the atmosphere induced by the light; the manipulation of 
the stage space - all these conditions resonate with possible meanings. 
Embodied modes of understanding are as important here as clear-cut percep
tions and concepts. 'Colour, shape, sound, mass, and weight are not just the 
means to the meaning generated. They are an essential dimension in its full 
definition.' 18 

Immersion, participation and exchange 

Even in forms of presentation where the audience is seated, the mode of 
engagement with scenography tends to be an active if not a fully participatory 
one. The polysemous and fluid nature of images means that the role of the 
spectator is often cast to invite active interpretation. And the nature of the 
theatrical event places considerable emphasis on the spectator as the final 
arbiter of the event where no two audience members are guaranteed the 
same experience. 

Contemporary scenographic practice now includes events that are situated 
outsideJraditionaL the.atre.venues and where scenography effectively .provides 
the dramaturgical through-line: In newer forms the role of the audience is seen 
to be a participatory or even an interactive one. Theatre which aims at audience 
participation is not new.19 But in some cases it may also be observed that 
scenographic strategies facilitate participation and invite more fully interactive 
events than hitherto. Several of the examples of scenography produced in 
response to specific sites (see Chapter 3) offered a sensory immersion for the 
audience which activated engagement through simultaneous appeal to the 
material and the metaphorical. 

Punchdrunk, a UK-based company, aims to fuse live performance and 
installation through creation of a theatrical environment in which masked 
audience 1nembers are_ free to move around and make-connections·and asso

ciations as they move through evocative spaces and encounter performative 
episodes. The company describes its work as follows: 'What we do differently is 
to focus as much attention on the audience and space as we give to the 
performers and the text. A team of designers takes over deserted spaces and 
applies a cinematic level. of detail to immerse. the audience in the world of the 
play.'20 The masks are intended to liberate spectators from a self-consciousness 
which might otherwise limit their engagement with the event. The responses to 
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the performance are revealing, not only of the performance itself, but the 
nature of this kind of event and the post-performance life that it can take on. 
Susannah Clapp's review of The Masque of the Red Death (2007-8), which took 
its inspiration from the writing of Edgar Allan Poe and the Victorian origins of 
the venue, conveys the sense of excitement and anticipation engendered by the 
evocative mix of scenographic elements: 

Camphor and TCP; cloves and oranges; incense and dust. At Battersea 
Arts Centre the smells alone set you off on a trail. So do the noises ~ the 
striking of a clock; the scream behind a locked door; the low hiss in an 
empty room, like a record that has reached the end of its song. You can 
trace a tale through this maze of dusky Victorian corridors by following a 
hurtling figure - that harlequin, that veiled bride, that distraught dandy. 
You can bump into mystery and melodrama by moving from what was 
once a hall and is now a forest of dead trees, to the fr-agrant cushioned 
chamber of an opium den ... You can stay still, absorbing the give-away 
de tall in a 19th -century drawing-room - the volulne of Scott, the suitor's 
letter to an aunt- and let the stories steal up on you. Whichever route you 
take, you will end up, after dark passages, swept into an English carnival, a 
gaudy, golden-lit celebration in a ballroom, the giddiest of pleasures, 
stalked by the figure of death.21 

Active attempts to engage the audience are not always successful. Individuals 
vary in their eagerness to participate in tliis way, and also the balance between 
the immediate excitement of joining in and the opportunity to reflect on what 
the experience amounts to can be difficult to achieve. The critic from The 
Sunday Times, Christopher Hart, felt bullied and herded and, ultimately, 
irritated: 'Far from engaging with the audience or putting it at the centre of 
the action; a performance like this leaves you feeling merely hemmed in, ticked 
off and herded around.' For him, Poe had been stripped of mysticism and 
'crudely reduced to the gory and macabre'22 Others, though, were intrigued by 
being both the watcher and the watched: 'The fascinating thing about this 
immersive theatre experience is its duality - something in the way it works 
allows you to be both spectator and participant sinmltaneously. It's like those 
wonderful moments between waking and sleeping, when you feel as if you have 
some control over your dreams, but they still veer off in wild directions.m 
Ultimately, the quality of participation in the Punchdrunk production was 
determined by individnal audience members who made choices abont the way 
they viewed the performance. Where the original material, design and organ
isation of the experience proved to be sufficiently engaging and stimulating, 
there was scope for individuals to create their own meaning. Otl1er productions 
have sought to discover a more extensive and contemplative interaction 
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between audience and scenography. In U-Man Zoo's The Water Banquet 
(2003) eighteen audience members were seated around a large table whose 
surface was dark water of uncertain depth. Waiters were on hand to prepare 
and serve. Each actuation of the production was determined by these 'guests' 
and the choices they made from a menu of 'dishes' and 'courses'. Downing 
describes the way the performance worked. He expresses something of the 
open-ended and reciprocal nature of the encounter: 

For example, you order the Kinder Piiiata (beginnings). By a great and 
circuitous route and within a mesh -of juxtaposed activity, a young girl, 
finally, delivers you a duck egg which, cracked into a silver-rinnned glass, 
produces a cascade of blue liquid and a tiny photograph of an elderly man 
summoning courage before the camera. On the reverse is written, 'I first 
picked up the violin when I was five ... ' What will you make of it? I 
couldn't say. Nor, when, thirty minutes later (middles), you see an elderly 
gentleman playiug a violin atthe table's head whilst a waitress 
meticulously plants 116 forks into the table in a steady downpour of rain. 
I can only· guess at what it is you see.24 

In this performance the audience is central to its success and meaning. The 
frame of.the meal and the medium of strange and delicate images allows 
audience members to be treated as privileged guests, rather than spectators: 
'With'TheWatnBanquetwe refergd noUo the sj?e<:tator, J:mt to .the guest -
this has much to do with the necessity of co-presence, but even more to do with 
recognition of another's imagination as the real site of completion.'25 In this 
particular production the audience role was elevated to one of co-creation. 

Research carried out by Joslin McKinney proposed the notion of'the sceno
graphic exchange'. Scenographic performances were used to investigate the 
nature of communication between scenography and audience. In Homesick, 
audience members were asked to respond by making images of their own 
which .reflected, elaborated and reinterpreted the scenography and demon
strated how the original images of the performance multiplied and mutated. 
Here, scenography could be seen to be capable of working as an. agent of 
exchange. The audience, stimulated by scenographic constructions, imagined 
or remembered their own images. The performance and the reflection on it was 
a construction of multiple refractions and perspectives?6 Following this line of 
thinking, audience members can be thought of as co-creators of scenography 
in so far as it is they who find potential stimulation or agreement in or with an 
image ;mel complete it for themselves. through P\'Ojection .and appropriation. 

These last three examples have exploited the possibilities that emerge with 
movement away from traditional dramatic structures and also from traditional 
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theatre venues. However, this does not necessarily mean that the extent of 
audience engagement that these examples suggest is limited to forms where 
audiences are physically engaged. The multi-sensory dimension of scenogra
phy is present even when audience members are confined to seats in a theatre 
auditorium. The nature of produced images always allows for the possibility of 
an active sensory and intellectual engagement on the part of the audience. 

Self-consciousness and the ethics of the image 

Crowther and Read share the outlook that the potential of an aesthetic 
experience is linked to the way it finds agreement with the individual spectator. 
The extent to which spectators' imaginations· are engaged· and activated 
depends on the capacity for the artwork to connect meaningfully with their 
view of the world. Where this potential is realised, it triggers a process of 
imaginative development on the part of the spectator.27 This function of art 
speaks to the human need to 'see our inner life reflected in, and acknowledged 
by, the realm of Otherness'28 and is therefore one of the ways that we achieve 
self-consciousness. 

The 'economy of symbolic exchange' which operates in theatre implies that 
images are taken up and developed when they are seen to have currency which 
connects uS not only to our own sense of self but to a wider, ethical concern for 
the individual's position in society. 

Both.ethics and theatre are concerned with possibility. On the contrary 
representation is the reflection of an 'existing~ proposition as though it 
were fact, and this is never what theatre achieves._ The theatre image 
unlike any other is always a possibility. without closure, like the ethical 
relation which awaits creation.29 

Proposals about the relationships between individuals and the larger commnn
ity, between human beings and the world, are put forward in the 'disconcerting 
and unpredictable' images of theatre which oscillate between 'the material and 
the metaphysical'.30 

William Kentridge' s work with the Handspring Puppet Company in South 
Africa demonstrates the way a scenographic approach can find a way to stage 
harrowing and volatile material and ask difficult questions. Ubu and the Truth 
Commission (1997} used material from witness testimonials presented to the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, set up after apartheid was dismantled, 
as a way of trying to deal with 'the legacies of hatred and violence undergirding 
the apartheid system'.31 This process was fraught with difficulties and the play, 
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written by Jane Taylor, deals with the 'painful compromises' which the TRC 
engendered. Kentridge used two actors (Ma and Pa Ubu) along with puppets 
and projections of Kentridge's hand-drawn images and animations32 This 
multi-media approach enabled some distance from the actual events. The aim 
was 'to make sense of the memory rather than be the memory'.33 Rather than 
becoming the actual witnesses, the puppets became 'a medium through which 
the testimony could be heard'. Kentridge describes working with the puppets 
and the human actors and discovering the different meanings that could be 
generated. In different positions, Ubu's body was a landscape for the puppet, or 
the puppet could seem like a figment of Ubu's imagination. When they tried 
touching Ubu's hip with the 'wooden hand' of the puppet, the image became 
'an act of absolution'. Kentridge says 'it is only on the stage, in the moment, 
that one can judge how the material is given its weight. This changes both from 
performance to performance and from audience to audience.'34 

New scenographic forms and practices 

Further possibilities are now beginning to emerge regarding the scope of 
scenographic practice and understanding. It is already clear that the capabil
ities offered by computer technology are leading to new forms in scenography 
and also new forms of performance and spectatorship: 

Th-e presentation and performance of self through the creation and 'Up
loading' into the virtual theatre of a personal website, and the interaction 
of a performance website, have created significant alternatives to existing 
narrative modes, forms of representation, dramaturgies and physical 
places of performance. Within new dramaturgies and within these 
architectures of performance, the virtual actor, the avatar, may be 
brought into existence and may walk upon an entirely new space and 
within a completely re~visioned scenography of performance.35 

Computers and the Internet clearly open up new possibilities for reconfignring 
or redefining traditional relationships between audiences; performers and 
scenography. Garnes which permit the creation of virtual selves and virtual 
spaces allow their users, potentially, to become performers and scenographers. 

Additionally, scenographic interventions are currently helping to shape and 
define new areas of scenographic consideration. Dorita Hannah and Olav 
Harsl0f have used the term 'Performance Design' to examine how scenogra
phy, for far too long confined to the 'exclusive and hermetically sealed realm 
of the stage', might be considered in conjunction with other artists and design
ers who work to 'transform the public domain with fleeting, time-based 
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interventions that comment on our contemporary condition'-'6 They identify 
examples of work which include tl1e disciplines of architecture, video art, 
drawing, software design, lighting, gastronomy and fashion as well as scenog
raphy. This work, often collaborative, is establishing new possibilities for 
scenography. For example, Kathleen Irwin uses scenography to activate new 
modes of spectatorship. Site-specific performance evokes images and events 
that call on and reveal the spectator's complex relationship to environments. 
The scenography that Irwin makes is aimed at revealing the relationship 
between spectators and the environment rather than making independent 
visual statements. Scenography is a strategy to gather audiences and provide 
'a rich experiential event that engages the senses and both confirms and 
disturbs a preordained perception of a given place'. She sees this as 'a way of 
giving back places to people and restoring, however temporarily, a sense of the 
reciprocal relationship between who we are and where we are'.37 

The Weyburn Project (2002) was based in a disused mental hospital and 
used scenography and performance to recover the stories of former patients, 
workers and the wider community. Irwin is interested in how physical sur
roundings affect mood and behaviour and how particular sites resonate with 'a 
dense and contested past'38 revealed through their physical presence. The Bus 

Project (2004) used specially designed interactive computer games and cus
tomised bus seats to enable journeys between Regina and Saskatoon in Canada 
to involve passengers as spectator-participants. The games revealed stories of 
women's experienceS of departure, immigration and displacement, enc6urag~ 

ing the spectators to see 'their immediate surroundings in a global context'.39 

Rather than create a scenic construction from scratch, as is usual on the stage, 

scenographic strategies were employed to reveal the qualities and meanings 
inherent in a particular space and 'confirm and unsettle the complex and 
ongoing relationship between our physical environment and ourselves'.40 




